Mindful Communication:
An Interview with Halko Weiss
By Nancy Eichhorn

“You can only do what you want when you know what you are doing.”
Moshe Feldenkrais

Mindfulness in Relationships
A growing number of body psychotherapists focus on the dyadic relationship from a mindful state of being.
Their attention is attuned with the client as they feel into the client’s space
of being (simultaneously tracking their
own); they follow sensations within the
client and within their own body, and
they ask questions to support internal
explorations. The process is designed
so that the therapist can intimately connect with the client’s unfolding experience.
However, when supporting their clients’ communications outside of the
therapy session between intimate partners, children, friends, or even employees, the process differs. The client is no
longer the sole focus. In real relationships—non-therapeutic encounters—
one party does not have specific responsibility to the other. There’s no
contract for one person to do what is
good for the other person. Instead, each
partner has a right to take care of their
own interests. Relationships get complex when the other person is not
mindful to you, not stepping back to
help you, not offering a perfect relationship and doing everything good for

you as in therapy. In other relationships Offering the example of a corporate
it’s not all about you; the other person executive who is moving up in the
has needs, too.
ranks, Halko noted that leaders have to
be good in relationships and have a
According to Halko Weiss, PhD, a sense of, “How can I actually lead
psychotherapist and founding trainer of other human beings and do it intellithe Hakomi Institute, people often end gently by taking into consideration
up confused because there’s no one what’s going on inside of me and incertain recipe to follow. There was a side of others?”
time, culturally, he said, when people
had a better idea of what was expected The answer?
and what was not to be done in terms
of roles, but during these postmodern Mindfulness.
times everything is up for grabs—
many positions, preferences, philoso- Defined as the ability to be present in
phies, or points of view are equally the moment and witness oneself, via an
valid.
"Internal Observer", mindfulness allows us to follow the stream of sensa“My focus started when I ended a re- tion and thought and interject our conlationship in my thirties which left me sciousness rather than living life
feeling confused. I didn’t know what to through automaticity. More specifido, what to expect from me or my part- cally, by developing mindfulness techner, didn’t have skills. I wanted to niques people gain the ability for selflearn how to be in relationships but not perception—they are able to look
by learning a new set of rules. I wanted within themselves and within others.
to know if there was something deeper, Halko notes that people have a harder
some understanding to guide us to do time being in relationships when they
the right thing so that we can succeed cannot show what is going on inside of
in such a way as to get what we really themselves. There’s no solid grounding
need,” Halko said. "Something based
on right consciousness."
Continued on page 7

regulate emotional
responses and affective states. Since
it is aware and
awake it can notice
emotions
early,
understand them,
and create little
gaps where the
automatic impulse
to act is delayed
and possibly replaced by another,
more constructive
one. If you are not
aware, Halko said,
there is no way to
regulate your affective states intelligently.

for empathy and compassion without a
shared knowing of what is going ondeep inside each of the partners in a
relationship. This awareness, this fundamental "seeing" allows in turn for a
skillful and empathic response to each
other.
“The first important skill in relationships is mindful self-observation, to be
able to look inside and report about
yourself, to notice and name things the
other person doesn’t know,” Halko
said.
The second skill has to do with who is
doing the reporting. Again, it is the
qualities of the observing Self, known
as the Internal Observer, that shape
what is said and how it is being expressed. The Internal Observer does
not try to change things, instead it is
interested in what is happening and can
therefore speak in an impartial way.
The Internal Observer can also help

“It is an anthropomorphic fact, we
humans are highly automatic; among
some neuroscientists, one discussion
involves whether we actually run on
automatic 100%. We don't really live
in the present moment but are guided
by the long-established patterns encoded in our brain architecture. Therefore, when we are in a fight with someone, we are not sitting across from that
person saying, ‘Oh this would be a
wonderful time to get angry’ and then
we get angry. Instead, we just get angry, and if we are awake enough we
will notice it a moment later. With the
help of mindfulness, we can notice our
angry state earlier and take some time
to study it. We are not compelled to
repress it or act it out. Our consciousness finds a little foothold, a moment
of awareness where we find the free“For decades I was dom to not follow our triggered patteaching mindful- terns but make choices."
ness as a component of psycho- Ego states or "parts"
dynamic therapy
and
sometimes According to Richard C. Schwartz,
noted a sense of a PhD, founder of the Internal Family
kind of spiritual Systems Model (IFS), different "parts"
dissociation. Some within us are signaled to come to our
practitioners may have been meditating rescue when something unpleasant
and achieving very high states, but they threatens our wellbeing. As a former
were not dealing with some of the family therapist and systems thinker,
more basic emotional limitations. They Schwartz suggests that the bodymind is
dissociated from what seemed to be made up of discrete subpersonalities
lower self aspects. Their spiritual prac- (aka “parts”), each with its own feeltices were flourishing; yet, they still ings, interests, memories and other
fought with their wife in the old ways, qualities. These "parts" supposedly
in the same old patterns. Through hold their own perspective on reality
mindfulness, Hakomi Therapy focuses with positive intentions for the whole
on those basic experiential levels al- person. Schwartz claims that there are
lowing clients to enter deeply into seg- three types of parts: “managers”, who
ments of the psyche and linger with handle life for the person in a funccertain experiences for extended times; tional and effective way and help avoid
they examine the organizers of their calamities; “exiles”, who represent
core experiences,” Halko said.
wounded and pained elements of the
psyche, often walled off and filled with
There seems to be an art of Self lead- feelings of shame, grief, fear, etc.; and
ership, Halko explained, that is defined “firefighters”, whose role is to distract
as the long term guidance of oneself and dissociate from painful parts when
into growth. This process includes a they threaten to come alive. Other than
number of skills including: (1) cultivat- the managers, these parts are often
ing self-perception; (2) speaking from quite dysfunctional, often showing up
the Internal Observer; (3) self- in behaviors like rage, confusion, adregulation; and (4) tolerating painful or diction and so forth.
Continued on page 8
uncomfortable experiences.

The IFS model also posits a higher
Self —a spiritual center—that has
similarities with the Internal Observer
and that has the power to understand,
guide, and integrate the whole "internal
family system" with qualities such as
curiosity, compassion, and calm.

the protector parts, study our automatic
self organization, and understand why
it became the way it works, and what it
triggers in others. That often includes
running into biographical aspects of
ourselves and others. Eventually partners can learn to harvest the fruits of
mindfulness practice, to start to emIn relationships, we all experience brace each others beingness and to tolthose parts that are triggered to protect erate what triggers their own wounded
us (or protect other parts of us), which parts," Halko said.
Halko therefore calls “The Protectors”
and “The Protected”. During difficult Citing John Gottman’s research with
interactions, these protectors are en- marital couples, Halko said that he
gaging from personal perspectives reads from it that partners in long term
based on behavioral adaptations to spe- relationships never really solve their
cific life experiences. Words, gestures, problems, instead they learn to live
nuances read in the body (perceived with them. That means to develop caand interpreted by the brain within pacities that help them deal with their
fractions of a second) may trigger a differences in good ways without getsense of threat and a protector is ting triggered into protective states.
switched on without the involvement
of the conscious mind.

Mindfulness increases your

They take the person into a state and
ability to know yourself, to
onto a ride that Dan Goleman (1995)
regulate yourself, to speak from
sees as being "highjacked". But parts
the internal observer, and to
also build an internal "sensitive ecoltolerate unpleasant experiences.
ogy" (Schwartz, 1995) where parts coMost of all: it also teaches you
operate, compete, help, or suppress
how to look at yourself and at
each other. The model suggests that it
is useful to get to know these parts and your partner with interest and
become familiar with them. In relation- curiosity.
ship it then helps if a person learns
what triggers their parts and what they
trigger in others in turn.
Mindfulness, Halko emphasized, increases your ability to know yourself,
“If you are not aware of what is being to regulate yourself, to speak from the
protected you will act automatically to internal observer, and to tolerate unprotect. People can be trained to expleasant experiences. Most of all: it
plore deeply how protector parts try to also teaches you how to look at yourhelp them and with understanding they self and at your partner with interest
can become compassionate with them- and curiosity.
selves. If they master the skill of reporting about it from the Internal Ob- “Intuitively, most people expect the
server’s perspective, their partners
other person to do the right thing so
have a chance to become compassion- they will feel better. The bad news is
ate as well,” Halko said. He added that that that does not happen very often
the Internal Observer is not identified when both are triggered. Both are unwith the parts and responds by describ- der duress, and both want the other to
ing experiences in a nonpartisan and
soothe and validate them and their exsomewhat distanced way, such as, “I
perience. This is where difficult situanotice this sadness rise in me” rather
tions get stuck. We also teach people
than “I am sad” (Weiss, 2002).
how to take that weight off the other
person and develop the skills to self“We need to explore the parts behind sooth and self-validate, to self-report

and contact the other person’s experience. All these skills are based in
mindfulness,” Halko said.
“Core personality wounds create layers of habitual protective patterns of
feelings, thoughts and behavior that are
really quite creative solutions,” Halko
continued. “Most often, however, the
pain involved is circumvented, pushed
away, blocked from coming alive. For
them to heal we help bring them to
consciousness, and then help create
experiences that have the power to
show the partners new ways of seeing
each other. If we never become aware
of the original patterns, we will continue to act them out in automated
ways. Then we are stuck in the ways
we are."
Couples often find themselves stuck
and many try marriage counseling
when that stuckness gets hardened
down to intolerable levels. There are
many reasons that couples need help
with marriage problems; the most common is an inability to communicate
effectively. In fact, statistics suggest
that it is one of the largest marriage
problems in today's relationships
(retrieved from http://
marriage.laws.com/marriagecounseling/marriage-counselingstatistics).
Therapies based on mindful communication can enhance the skills necessary to break the cycle of repetitive
arguments, to end feelings of isolation,
to change pervasive feelings of anger,
resentment and/or dissatisfaction, and,
in terms of intimate relationships, to
resolve issues about affection and even
the physical relationship. Mindful communication that results in the greatest
gain and long term maintenance tends
to affect people’s emotional bonds and
help them work together to achieve a
greater level of "differentiation" or
emotional maturity—the ability to
know who you are as a separate and
distinct individual so that your sense of
self is not undermined. David
Schnarch, PhD, (1977), a worldrenown sex and marital therapist,

places differentiation at center piece of
his work. He notes that healthy differentiated people are able to "selfsoothe", "self-validate", and tolerate
another’s states without being drawn
into highly uncomfortable states themselves.
“Intuitively, and as we learn implicitly from our culture, we expect to find
a partner that makes a perfect fit for us.
Then we would find peace and get
what we need. However, this is very
unlikely to happen. So most everyone
tries to change the other, or change
themselves, to still find the fit,” Halko
said. “Nobody can expect another person to fit their own complicated character, or even their own average-person
neurotic self. People have to learn to
see another person for what they are,
and it helps to understand how they
became that way, how their own suffering has made their defenders necessary. That takes a lot of tolerating.”
According to Halko couples often lose
curiosity and do not attempt to understand each other more deeply. In a recent study conducted by Scheibehenne,
Mata, &Todd (2011), thirty-eight
young couples (ages 19 to 32) and 20
older couples (ages 62-78) were tested
on their accuracy of predicting their
partners preferences in food, movies
and kitchen-designs. The greatest gap
in partner knowledge was in predicting
food preferences with younger couples
more likely to predict accurately what
their partner would chose. It appears

that despite spending more time together, older couples know less about
one another. Hypotheses ranged from
older couples paying less attention to
one another, to viewing their relationship as firmly committed, or assuming
there’s little left to actually know about
one another.
“In long-term relationships people
are often no longer noticing, not sensing, not open or curious about this person they are with,” Halko said. “If we
follow the advice of Buddhist philosophy we fare better when we find ways
to maintain an unrelenting willingness
to be curious about life and meet it full
on, not go to sleep on it. From that perspective we can learn to be ever more
curious, and open to our senses. If we
do not, we are in danger of losing novelty, specialness and surprise. In regard
to our partners, we are saying in effect:
‘I forgot that you are a miracle, and I
don’t care.’”
“Mindfulness is the number one antidote to automaticity,” Halko continued.
“It opens the paths to gain freedom and
choice, to be aware of yourself and
another at any given moment, to notice
the automatic patterns that run our
daily lives, and to discover that there
are other ways. The key is self observation: what am I sensing, feeling and
doing? What is my impulse? Can I
pause and notice other options? This is
the ticket out of automaticity.”

chotherapist and lecturer for medical and
psychological therapists in Germany. He is
also a founding trainer of the Hakomi Institute who directs the Hakomi Institute of
Europe. Halko works internationally as a
somatic psychotherapy teacher, couples
therapy teacher, and as a management
trainer. He is well-published and the coeditor of the Handbook of Somatic Psychotherapy.
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